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What follows is a copy of the presentation I gave to your group on March 8th.  This 
was put together with the assistance of CSULB/METRANS and the charts and 
statistics were meant to give the audience a high level view of the air cargo 
industry and it’s important in global commerce in general and to Southern California 
in particular. 

While some of the statistics are several years old, they do trend in a direction that 
makes our point about the role of air cargo, even if it is not the most current data.  
All of this was from the public domain and none of it was paid research, which 
would have certainly given us more current data, but would not have changed the 
real picture. 

The book that I held up to the class was one Dr. O’Brien loaned me: called 2006 
Los Angeles Trade Numbers: Imports and Exports between Los Angeles and the 
World (www.usatradenumbers.com). We also had Pocket Guide to 
Transportation 2007 by the US Bureau of Transportation Statistics at www.bts.gov 

I thank everyone for their participation and encourage you to email or call me if you 
ever have any questions, or if there is any way I can be of assistance. 

Best wishes, 

  

Jim Powell, President 
Transportation Development Group 
2390 Crenshaw Blvd, Ste 513 
Torrance, CA 90501 
1-310-302-0808 | 1-310-302-0809 Fax 
jim@logisticstraining.com
jim@dgtraining.com

mailto:jim@logisticstraining.com
mailto:jim@dgtraining.com


 

 

 
 
 

Understanding Goods Movement and the Supply Chain: Air Cargo 
A Workshop for Policy Makers 

 
Reference and Reading List 

 
• Belman, Dale, Kristen Monaco and Taggert Brooks (2005) Sailors 

of the Concrete Sea: A Portrait of Truck Drivers’ Work and Lives. 
Lansing: Michigan State University Press.  

 
Kristen Monaco is on the faculty of CSU Long Beach. 
 
• Belzer, Michael (2000) Sweatshops on Wheels: Winners and 

Losers in Trucking Deregulation. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 
 

Includes useful history of trucking industry in the US. Discussion of 
deregulation largely focuses on long-haul trucking. 

 
• Erie, Steven P. (2004) Globalizing L.A.: Trade, Infrastructure, and 

Regional Development.  Stanford: Stanford University press. 
 

Why LA and Long Beach emerged as centers for world trade and how 
governance structure of (air)ports differs in the two cities. Recent 
enough to include discussions of the Alameda Corridor and expansion 
of LAX.  
 
• Hugill, Peter J. (1993) World Trade Since 1431: Geography, 

Technology, and Capitalism. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
Press. 

 
Traces the relationship between technology and economy, 
highlighting the importance of transportation in the development of 
global powers. 
 
 



Other Sources 
Note from Jim – I will may “tinyurls” out of these… if you haven’t used this net tool it’s 
fantastic… check out www.tinyurl.com 
1 
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06factsfigures/fig2_
7.htm  

http://tinyurl.com/2prcca
2 http://www.lawa.org/lax/cargo.cfm  

http://tinyurl.com/248n4f
3 http://www.laalmanac.com/transport/tr58.htm

http://tinyurl.com/2jhxqo

4 http://www.laalmanac.com/transport/tr59.htm

http://tinyurl.com/yvvks9

5 http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_news/FAF/talkingfreight_faf.htm  

http://tinyurl.com/3crhhc

6 http://www.lawa.org/lax/cargo.cfm  

http://tinyurl.com/248n4f

7 http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/freightaq/appendixc.htm  

http://tinyurl.com/2jopzw

8 http://www.bts.gov/publications/americas_freight_transportation_gateways/ 

 highlights_of_top_25_freight_gateways_by_shipment_value/los_angeles_internation
al_airport/  

http://tinyurl.com/38tjn6
9 http://www.lawa.org/lax/laxframe.html  

http://tinyurl.com/2egwh7
10 http://www.awest.com/tools/rates/airfreightrates.jpg  

http://tinyurl.com/3xgdbd
11 http://www.boeing.com/commercial/cargo/images/2006_01_01b.jpg  

http://tinyurl.com/3aelog

12 http://www.uctc.net/scripts/countdown.pl?400.pdf  

http://tinyurl.com/2lm4rc

13
 http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06facts
figures/pdf/fff2006.pdf

http://tinyurl.com/2kbcgr

 

14 http://cati.csufresno.edu/cab/PDF/Mason_Role-of-Air-Cargo.pdf 

http://tinyurl.com/2wtbc2

 

http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06factsfigures/fig2_7.htm
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06factsfigures/fig2_7.htm
http://tinyurl.com/2prcca
http://tinyurl.com/248n4f
http://www.laalmanac.com/transport/tr58.htm
http://tinyurl.com/2jhxqo
http://www.laalmanac.com/transport/tr59.htm
http://tinyurl.com/yvvks9
http://ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_news/FAF/talkingfreight_faf.htm
http://tinyurl.com/3crhhc
http://tinyurl.com/248n4f
http://tinyurl.com/2jopzw
http://tinyurl.com/38tjn6
http://www.lawa.org/lax/laxframe.html
http://tinyurl.com/2egwh7
http://www.awest.com/tools/rates/airfreightrates.jpg
http://tinyurl.com/3xgdbd
http://tinyurl.com/3aelog
http://tinyurl.com/2lm4rc
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06factsfigures/pdf/fff2006.pdf
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06factsfigures/pdf/fff2006.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/2kbcgr
http://tinyurl.com/2wtbc2


Useful websites 
 
www.iata.org
International Air Transport Association 
 
www.cnsc.net
Cargo Network Services Corp., IATA subsidiary in the US that manages the cargo 
agent program 
 
www.cargofacts.com
Service of the Air Cargo Management Group 
 
www.colography.com/press/2004/whitepapers2.html
http://tinyurl.com/2chbyd

 
Source of White Papers on transportation industry 
 
www.ism.ws
Institute for Supply Management 
 
www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06factsfigure
s/pdf/fff2006.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/2kbcgr

 
Freight Facts and Figures 2006, publication of FHWA 
 
www.lawa.org/lax/cargo.cfm
LAX’s Air Cargo site 
 
http://www.scag.ca.gov/goodsmove/
The SCAG Goods Movement Knowledge Base with links to important planning 
reports involving goods movement 
 
http://www.joc.com/
The Journal of Commerce online for the latest news in goods movement and trade. 
 
http://www.metrans.org/
The USC and CSULB METRANS website with links to research on goods movement. 
All reports are available for downloading free of charge. 
 

http://www.iata.org/
http://www.cnsc.net/
http://www.cargofacts.com/
http://www.colography.com/press/2004/whitepapers2.html
http://tinyurl.com/2chbyd
http://www.ism.ws/
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06factsfigures/pdf/fff2006.pdf
http://www.ops.fhwa.dot.gov/freight/freight_analysis/nat_freight_stats/docs/06factsfigures/pdf/fff2006.pdf
http://tinyurl.com/2kbcgr
http://www.lawa.org/lax/cargo.cfm
http://www.scag.ca.gov/goodsmove/
http://www.joc.com/
http://www.metrans.org/


http://www.uces.csulb.edu/CITT/Home/Home.aspx
The home page for the Center for International Trade and Transportation at CSULB 
with info on professional development training programs and links to Town Hall 
webcasts and videos and available White Papers on goods movement related 
issues. 
http://www.bts.gov/
The USDOT’s Bureau of Transportation Statistics, including useful data on goods 
movement. 
http://www4.trb.org/trb/homepage.nsf/web/resources
http://tinyurl.com/2zg9fs

The resources page of the Transportation Research Board, with research engines for 
transportation related reports. 
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/freightplanning/talking.htm
http://tinyurl.com/237vqj

Site for the Federal Highway Administration’s free monthly webinar series on 
freight-related issues. Power point presentations are available for downloading. 
 

 
  

 

 

http://www.uces.csulb.edu/CITT/Home/Home.aspx
http://www.bts.gov/
http://www4.trb.org/trb/homepage.nsf/web/resources
http://tinyurl.com/2zg9fs
http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/freightplanning/talking.htm
http://tinyurl.com/237vqj
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Welcome!
Understanding Goods Movement and 

the Supply Chain
Part II – Focus on Air Cargo

Sponsored by: 
South Bay Council of Governments
METRANS Transportation Center

and California State University, Long Beach
Created by and Moderated by Jim Powell, Transportation Development 

Group, www.logisticstraining.com
(800) 949-4834 | (310) 302-0808
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Conference Organizers and Assistants
These people were directly involved in making These people were directly involved in making 
this course possible:this course possible:

JackiJacki BacharachBacharach, Executive Director South Bay , Executive Director South Bay 
Cities Council of GovernmentsCities Council of Governments
Tom, O'BrienTom, O'Brien Director of ResearchDirector of Research CSULB CSULB 
Center for Intl. Trade and TransportationCenter for Intl. Trade and Transportation
Marianne Marianne VenierisVenieris, Executive Director, CSULB , Executive Director, CSULB 
Center for Intl. Trade and TransportationCenter for Intl. Trade and Transportation
SandeepSandeep Dev, Research Assistant, CSULB Center Dev, Research Assistant, CSULB Center 
for Intl. Trade and Transportationfor Intl. Trade and Transportation
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Other Sponsors and Supporters

We also appreciate the support of the We also appreciate the support of the 
following persons/companies:following persons/companies:

Los Angeles Air Cargo AssociationLos Angeles Air Cargo Association
Giulio Battaglini, Director of Sales, North Giulio Battaglini, Director of Sales, North 
America America –– Korean AirlinesKorean Airlines

Pacific Air CargoPacific Air Cargo
Ms. Beti Ward, CEOMs. Beti Ward, CEO
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Other Guests and Participants

We also appreciate the support of the We also appreciate the support of the 
following persons/companies:following persons/companies:

We also have other participantsWe also have other participants
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Jim Powell, Transportation Development Group

Jim Powell is President of Transportation Development Group, based in Los Angeles 
and Seattle.  TDG is a logistics consultancy and regulatory compliance training school, 
that also specializes in online training through their logisticstraining.com website.
He has held executive positions in the logistics industry over the last 30 years and has 
been directly involved in air cargo operations, sales and logistics information systems 
development.

Jim was hired by one of the founders of DHL and served as Director of Cargo 
Operations for DHL’s Airline Subsidiary in Hawaii for many years.  After that he held 
regional management and executive positions with Danzas and Skyway Freight 
Systems.  He founded TDG in 1992 and has trained over 10,000 students in 
international air cargo operations, regulatory compliance and 3rd Party Logistics Sales 
and Services.  

An active member of the  Los Angeles Air Cargo Association , he has served on that 
groups Board of Director for nearly 15 years.
For the last 10 years Jim has served as an instructor for the California State University, 
Long Beach GLS® program.  His class is titled, “The Impact & Importance of 
Information Systems in the Logistics Industry.”
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Air Cargo Training Version 1.0

Actually, this is a Beta VersionActually, this is a Beta Version
This is the first class of this kind we have put This is the first class of this kind we have put 
together.together.
Your feedback is helpful in making it betterYour feedback is helpful in making it better
If thereIf there’’s interest, we can do this again.s interest, we can do this again.
We can even consider putting it online if thereWe can even consider putting it online if there’’s s 
a value in doing that.a value in doing that.
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The Three Major Parts of this 
Program

(1) This afternoon(1) This afternoon’’s training classs training class
WeWe’’ll focus on understanding how the air cargo ll focus on understanding how the air cargo 
supply chain is put together and what it does.supply chain is put together and what it does.

How does air cargo fit in to the global scheme of How does air cargo fit in to the global scheme of 
things?  Is it important? Why?things?  Is it important? Why?
How it works How it works –– the the ““hiddenhidden”” side of air cargo. side of air cargo. 
Airplanes are only part of the picture.Airplanes are only part of the picture.
How do local government policies effect global How do local government policies effect global 
commerce.commerce.
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The Three Major Parts of this 
Program

(2) Meet some of the participants at the (2) Meet some of the participants at the 
evening evening ““mixermixer””

Though the cooperation and generous support Though the cooperation and generous support 
of the Los Angeles Air Cargo Association of the Los Angeles Air Cargo Association 
youyou’’ll get a chance to meet some of the people ll get a chance to meet some of the people 
behind the air cargo industry in Southern behind the air cargo industry in Southern 
California.California.
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The Three Major Parts of this 
Program

(3) Tour of a 747 Freighter Aircraft and (3) Tour of a 747 Freighter Aircraft and 
Pacific Air Cargo Operations and Pacific Air Cargo Operations and 
WarehouseWarehouse

This is where it all comes together.  At airports This is where it all comes together.  At airports 
across the country, in the middle of the night, across the country, in the middle of the night, 
millions of pounds of cargo are loaded an millions of pounds of cargo are loaded an 
unloaded in a very brief window of time.unloaded in a very brief window of time.
This is a first hand look at just one night time This is a first hand look at just one night time 
cargo operation and all that goes into it.cargo operation and all that goes into it.
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Aviation is a very precise business
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Aviation is a very precise business
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Timing is very important
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We need to be fast, but not cut corners…
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The Air Cargo Butterfly Effect
Huh?Huh?

Have you heard of the Butterfly Effect?Have you heard of the Butterfly Effect?
James James GleickGleick wrote about it in his book wrote about it in his book ““ChaosChaos””
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The Air Cargo Butterfly Effect

We can explainWe can explain
it with thisit with this
simple diagram.simple diagram.
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Just a simple shipment…
YouYou’’re sitting on a runway in Pago re sitting on a runway in Pago PagoPago (trivia (trivia 
question question –– what country is that?) the Captain says what country is that?) the Captain says 
““oops weoops we’’ve got a mechanical, we have to return ve got a mechanical, we have to return 
to the gateto the gate…”…”
You later find out that the aircraft cannot leave You later find out that the aircraft cannot leave 
tonight, so everyone is deplaned awaiting the part.tonight, so everyone is deplaned awaiting the part.
The airline maintenance dept does not have the The airline maintenance dept does not have the 
part and so one is ordered from a supplier in part and so one is ordered from a supplier in 
Southern California.Southern California.
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Just a simple shipment…
A freight forwarder arranges the pickup from A freight forwarder arranges the pickup from 
Sundstrand Aviation in Goleta, CA and dispatches Sundstrand Aviation in Goleta, CA and dispatches 
a local trucker to get the part to a packing a local trucker to get the part to a packing 
company in Inglewood.company in Inglewood.
The packing company then uses a trucker to get The packing company then uses a trucker to get 
the part to the forwarder.the part to the forwarder.
The forwarder uses another trucker to get the part The forwarder uses another trucker to get the part 
to the airline.to the airline.
This part has now passed through 4 companyThis part has now passed through 4 company’’s s 
hands (pickup trucker, packing co, packing co. hands (pickup trucker, packing co, packing co. 
trucker, forwarder) before getting to the airline.trucker, forwarder) before getting to the airline.
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De Trucks… de Trucks…
Somewhere in the island…
they wait for the part…

During this class, we’ll talk about all the parties involved in getting 
this part where it’s going!
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De Trucks… de Trucks…
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And now...

An Introduction to Air FreightAn Introduction to Air Freight
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The history of the air freight 
industry

Global Transportation Before the 20th 
Century

Before the 20th century, our world was a Before the 20th century, our world was a 
much larger place.  A trip from New York to much larger place.  A trip from New York to 
Sydney could take months.  Today, this Sydney could take months.  Today, this 
10,000 mile journey is accomplished in less 10,000 mile journey is accomplished in less 
than a day.than a day.
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Modern Transportation 
(highway, rail, vessel, air)

Today’s modern transportation 
infrastructure circumnavigates the globe.  

The interstate highway system here in the U.S. The interstate highway system here in the U.S. 
makes it possible to cross the entire country in makes it possible to cross the entire country in 
less than three days.  By rail, a stackless than three days.  By rail, a stack--train train 
loaded in Los Angeles on Monday and be ready loaded in Los Angeles on Monday and be ready 
for unloading in New York at the end of the for unloading in New York at the end of the 
week.week.
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Primitive equipment
Just after world war two, it would have 
taken a DC-3 carrying 6,000 pounds of 
cargo almost 24 hours and four stops to 
make it across the U.S.  

Now that trip can be accomplished in a 747 
flying non-stop in about four hours and 
carrying over 225,000 pounds of cargo.
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A look at the industry...

Air freight once was a transportation mode 
reserved solely for emergencies.  
If an assembly line was about to shut down If an assembly line was about to shut down 
because of a missing part, then the cost of because of a missing part, then the cost of 
air freight was cheap compared to the cost air freight was cheap compared to the cost 
of lost production.  of lost production.  
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The role of air freight, in perspective

Accounts for a tiny amount of the tonnage Accounts for a tiny amount of the tonnage 
compared to other modescompared to other modes

One or two giant container vessels would One or two giant container vessels would 
probably equal most of the available allprobably equal most of the available all--cargo cargo 
lift in the entire world on any given day.lift in the entire world on any given day.
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Fast Company Reports on Air Cargo…
www.fastcompany.com July, 2006

Over the past 30 years, [Dr. John] Kasarda 
[Professor at the University of North 

Carolina] will tell you, global GDP has 
risen 154%, and the value of world trade 

has grown 355%.

But the value of air cargo has climbed 
an astonishing 1,395%.
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Fast Company Reports on Air Cargo…
www.fastcompany.com July, 2006

Today, 40% of the total economic 
value of all goods produced in the 

world, barely comprising 1% of the 
total weight, is shipped by air (and 

that goes for more than 50% of total 
U.S. exports, which are valued at $554 

billion).
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Fast Company Reports on Air Cargo…
www.fastcompany.com July, 2006

Raw materials and bulkier stuff still take the slow boats, 
but virtually everything we associate with our 

postindustrial, value-added economy--microelectronics, 
pharmaceuticals, medical devices, Louis Vuitton 

handbags, sushi-grade tuna--travels via jumbo jet. 

We may think of the 1960s as the jet-set era, but the 
supremacy of (soft) airpower has only now begun to 

reshape our ideas about how cities should look, how they 
should function. "They're now effectively a part of global 

production systems," Kasarda says, "and without that 
connectivity, you're out of the game."
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Top 20 US Trade Gateways by 
Value

Here are some Here are some 
numbers that show numbers that show 
where LAX fits in as where LAX fits in as 
far as far as ““valuevalue”” goes.goes.
Source:http://cati.csufresno.edu/cabSource:http://cati.csufresno.edu/cab
/PDF/Mason_Role/PDF/Mason_Role--ofof--AirAir--
Cargo.pdfCargo.pdf
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World 
Economic 
Growth and 
Air Cargo

Source: 
Boeing 2006-
2007 Report

For a full copy of this report visit… http://www.tiaca.org/cm/G2/I351/
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Air freight in perspective
Percentage of transportation dollars 
spent

In terms of money spent on transportation, air In terms of money spent on transportation, air 
freight does begin to register on the scale.  If freight does begin to register on the scale.  If 
you add up all the money spent on air, rail, you add up all the money spent on air, rail, 
ocean and truck transportation, air weighs in at ocean and truck transportation, air weighs in at 
an unimpressive 3%.an unimpressive 3%.
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A look at the global air freight 
industry today

The role air freight is playingThe role air freight is playing
Market Share Market Share 
(i.e. less than 1% (i.e. less than 1% 
of the tonnage butof the tonnage but
33% of the value33% of the value
of all goods of all goods 
transportedtransported……))

0.00%
5.00%

10.00%
15.00%
20.00%
25.00%
30.00%
35.00%

Tonnage
Revenue
Value
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Air freight in perspective
Percentage of total value of goods in 
transportation

Now!  HereNow!  Here’’s where air freight tips the scales.s where air freight tips the scales.
If you add up the value of all the goods shipped If you add up the value of all the goods shipped 
by all the modes of transportation, air freight by all the modes of transportation, air freight 
comprises over 30%.  comprises over 30%.  

When you consider that the single DCWhen you consider that the single DC--8 freighter 8 freighter 
carrying highcarrying high--tech computer chips and electronics, tech computer chips and electronics, 
may be worth millions of dollars, itmay be worth millions of dollars, it’’s easy to see. s easy to see. 

•• When you look at it this way, the planeWhen you look at it this way, the plane--load of load of 
electronics easily outelectronics easily out--values the ship full of corn meal!values the ship full of corn meal!
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Types of products shipped by air
High Value ProductsHigh Value Products

Significant inventory carrying costs Significant inventory carrying costs 
Each day reduced in the Each day reduced in the ““pipelinepipeline”” means they can means they can 
spend more on transportation.spend more on transportation.
High High ““valuevalue--densitydensity”” is importantis important

•• The higher the value per pound, the more likely it is for an The higher the value per pound, the more likely it is for an 
expedited logistics program, as the cost of transportation is expedited logistics program, as the cost of transportation is 
relatively lower in relation to the carrying costsrelatively lower in relation to the carrying costs

Who are some of Who are some of XYZXYZ’’ss big accounts that fall big accounts that fall 
into this category?into this category?sun

Microsystems hp

d i g i t a l
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Types of products shipped by air

Fast Selling Fast Selling ““HotHot”” productproduct
The hotter the product, the more important the The hotter the product, the more important the 
velocity of the logistics pipeline becomes velocity of the logistics pipeline becomes 

ItIt’’s no use having the best selling widget if you s no use having the best selling widget if you 
cannot get it to market.cannot get it to market.

Can anyone thing of a really hot Can anyone thing of a really hot 
product these days where speed product these days where speed 
to market would be very important?to market would be very important?
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Types of products shipped by air
PerishablesPerishables

CoolChainCoolChain Association (Association (www.coolchain.orgwww.coolchain.org) ) 
estimates market at 13% of all air cargo! estimates market at 13% of all air cargo! 
Growth at 10Growth at 10--15% annually.15% annually.

Cyclical sales cycleCyclical sales cycle
Examples of companies with big swings Examples of companies with big swings 
in their sales...in their sales...
Such as...Such as...

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
____________________________________________
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Types of products shipped by air
Local Production, Global distributionLocal Production, Global distribution

A company who seeks to compete globally with A company who seeks to compete globally with 
their product, but does not have the distribution their product, but does not have the distribution 
resources needs expedited logistics programsresources needs expedited logistics programs
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Types of products shipped by air
High Product obsolescenceHigh Product obsolescence

Any product that constantly looses value in the Any product that constantly looses value in the 
distribution channel is a good candidate.  distribution channel is a good candidate.  
Laptops, cellular phones, software, all are good Laptops, cellular phones, software, all are good 
examples.examples.
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Air Cargo Biggest Lane Segments
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Lane Segments
Source: Airbus Air Cargo Forecast
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Boeing Forecast 2007
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Lots of Traffic… but lower Yields

For a full copy of this report visit… www.tinyurl.com/12345
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Comments? Questions?

In the next section weIn the next section we’’ll take a look at ll take a look at 
inventory costs and product obsolescence inventory costs and product obsolescence ––
key drivers in the growth of air cargo.key drivers in the growth of air cargo.
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Technology and Logistics
MooresMoores’’ LawLaw

In General TermsIn General Terms
The rate of change is staggering, products are The rate of change is staggering, products are 
conceived, born, mature, age, and die within a conceived, born, mature, age, and die within a 
fraction of the time they did just 20 years ago.fraction of the time they did just 20 years ago.
Logistics is a key element of the whole process from Logistics is a key element of the whole process from 
a productsa products’’ creation to itcreation to it’’s death (and disposal!)s death (and disposal!)
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The Impact of Rapid Change
““LetLet’’s say yous say you’’re going to a party, so you re going to a party, so you 
pull out some pocket change and buy a pull out some pocket change and buy a 
little little greeting cardgreeting card that plays that plays ““Happy Happy 
BirthdayBirthday”” when itwhen it’’s opened.  s opened.  

After the party someone tosses the card After the party someone tosses the card 
into the trash, throwing away more into the trash, throwing away more 
computer power than what existed computer power than what existed 
in the entire world before 1950.in the entire world before 1950.””

•• John Huey, Fortune MagazineJohn Huey, Fortune Magazine
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Logistic costs are a big deal!
Logistics Costs make Logistics Costs make 
up about 10% of GDPup about 10% of GDP
Logistics Costs have Logistics Costs have 
been declining steadilybeen declining steadily
This went as low as This went as low as 
8.5% in 2003 but has 8.5% in 2003 but has 
gone gone back up to around back up to around 
10% in 200510% in 2005..
Why? WeWhy? We’’ll see in a ll see in a 
minute.minute.

9.59.520012001
10.110.120002000
10.010.019991999
10.110.119981998
10.210.219971997
10.310.319961996
10.410.419951995
11.411.419901990
12.412.419851985
16.116.119801980

Logistics costs as aLogistics costs as a
percentage of GDPpercentage of GDP

(Source CASS)(Source CASS)
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A Logistics Overview

Inventory 
Carrying Costs 
and Air Cargo

Why More is Less (you can spend more money 
on air cargo but less on inventory).
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Breakdown of Logistics costs

Warehousing
24%

Order Entry
7%

Inventory
25%

Transport
39%

Administration
5% Transport

Warehousing
Order Entry
Administration
Inventory

Source: P-E Intl, Egham, Surrey, U.K.
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Inventory Cost is a major factor...

This is one of the biggest shifts a This is one of the biggest shifts a 
transportation salesperson has to make in transportation salesperson has to make in 
selling logistics to their clientsselling logistics to their clients

There is a cost to owning the inventory.  We There is a cost to owning the inventory.  We 
tend to think in terms of things that are paid for, tend to think in terms of things that are paid for, 
yet there are ongoing costs...yet there are ongoing costs...
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Inventory Carrying Costs

Inventory 
Carrying Costs

Capital Costs

Inv. Service 
Costs

Storage Space
Costs

Inventory Risk
Costs

Inventory Investment

Insurance

Taxes

Plant Whse

Public Whse

Rented Whse

Company Whse

Obsolescence

Damage

Pilferage

Relocation Costs

25% /
Year not 

uncommon!
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Inventory Cost
•Inventory carrying costs at 22% (of 
inventory value) total inventory valued at 
1.76 Trillion

•Inventory costs are about 1/3 of all logistics 
costs

•Trucking now represents over half of all 
logistics costs and almost 80% of total 
transport costs

•Air Cargo and Domestic Surface and Air 
Forwarding account for between 5 and 8% of 
total transport costs.

•$12.455 trillion nominal GDP (Source 
Worldbank)

•Logistics Costs are about 10% for 2005. This 
is a significant increase over 2003 when is 

j t 8 5% ( k
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Inventory Costs

Two million dollars in savings 
will buy a lot of air freight!
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Massive Change in Business Models

Old production modelOld production model
Mass ProductionMass Production
Long RunsLong Runs
Production PlanningProduction Planning
Safety stockSafety stock
Vertical integrationVertical integration

Evolving ModelEvolving Model
Mass CustomizationMass Customization
Units of oneUnits of one
Demand ManagementDemand Management
JITJIT
Outsource everythingOutsource everything

Let’s talk about how these factors impact air cargo.
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It’s about speed and efficiency
Old business modelOld business model

Sales focusSales focus
Mass MarketingMass Marketing
Highly Generic productHighly Generic product
Product life cyclesProduct life cycles
Put your competitors products Put your competitors products 
out of businessout of business
Very inexpensive distribution Very inexpensive distribution 
methodsmethods

Evolving ModelEvolving Model
Marketing focusMarketing focus
Individual marketingIndividual marketing
Customized productsCustomized products
Rapid obsolescenceRapid obsolescence
Put your own products Put your own products 
out of businessout of business
Whatever it takes...Whatever it takes...
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Mass Customization - Examples

Can anyone think of some mass production Can anyone think of some mass production 
type items that are actually customized for type items that are actually customized for 
individuals?individuals?

Perhaps ones that are not on the list in the Perhaps ones that are not on the list in the 
following pages?following pages?
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Lands End (www.landsend.com)
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Lands End (www.landsend.com)
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Lands End (www.landsend.com)
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Lands End (www.landsend.com)

This is but one example of a commodity This is but one example of a commodity 
where the value of air cargo greatly where the value of air cargo greatly 
outweighs the cost.outweighs the cost.
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Questions? Comments?

Next weNext we’’ll talk about the Metropolis that is ll talk about the Metropolis that is 
the airport and the surrounding areas.the airport and the surrounding areas.
What kind of businesses make up the What kind of businesses make up the 
““ecosystemecosystem”” around the airportaround the airport

And for me, in this case, And for me, in this case, ““ecoeco”” is short for is short for 
““economyeconomy””..
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And now...

The AerotropolisThe Aerotropolis
Where this all comes togetherWhere this all comes together……
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An Interesting Term..
I first heard this term Dr. OI first heard this term Dr. O’’Brien from Cal Brien from Cal 
State Long Beach.State Long Beach.

Ultimately I think itUltimately I think it’’s a term that Dr. John s a term that Dr. John 
KasardaKasarda coined..coined..

When you think about it, it makes a lot of When you think about it, it makes a lot of 
sense.sense.
Like a City, or Metropolis, there are many Like a City, or Metropolis, there are many 
different components, all interdifferent components, all inter--related and related and 
dependant on one another.dependant on one another.
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Who is part of this “whole”
Besides the logistics providers we will talk about, Besides the logistics providers we will talk about, 
the city, state and federal government are all part the city, state and federal government are all part 
of the picture.of the picture.
While the airports reside on land that may be city While the airports reside on land that may be city 
or state controlled, many aspects of the airport are or state controlled, many aspects of the airport are 
under federal jurisdiction or at least oversight.under federal jurisdiction or at least oversight.
And in some cases, the facility is not (for some And in some cases, the facility is not (for some 
purposes) considered to be part of the United purposes) considered to be part of the United 
States.States.

For tariff purposes For tariff purposes –– wewe’’ll talk about Free Trade Zones ll talk about Free Trade Zones 
later.later.
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The role of transportation providers
The Airports
Airlines (both Passenger and All Cargo) 
Forwarders/Consolidators
Couriers
Integrated Carriers / Express Operators
Custom’s Brokers
Bonded Warehouses / CFS / Free Trade Zones
Wholesalers/Co-loaders
Truckers & Cartage Agents
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The Airports
Without whom none of this would be possibleWithout whom none of this would be possible……

Okay, you need airplanes too..Okay, you need airplanes too..
As weAs we’’ll see, a huge amount of the worlds ll see, a huge amount of the worlds ““liftlift””
capacity is on passenger carrying aircraft.capacity is on passenger carrying aircraft.

One study pegged the number at over 50 percent of One study pegged the number at over 50 percent of 
cargo moved in the bellies of passenger planescargo moved in the bellies of passenger planes..

(http://cati.csufresno.edu/cab/PDF/Mason_Role(http://cati.csufresno.edu/cab/PDF/Mason_Role--ofof--AirAir--
Cargo.pdf )Cargo.pdf )

Unlike passengers who by round trip tickets, cargo is a Unlike passengers who by round trip tickets, cargo is a 
oneone--way commodity.way commodity.
Many lane segments cannot justify regularly scheduled Many lane segments cannot justify regularly scheduled 
allall--cargo service because of this.cargo service because of this.
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The Airports
There are a very few There are a very few ““all cargo airportsall cargo airports””
around the US, but they (generally) are around the US, but they (generally) are 
based on the activity of the based on the activity of the ““integratorsintegrators”” ----
carriers like FedEx, DHL and UPS.carriers like FedEx, DHL and UPS.
Cargo has to go where the flights are.  ItCargo has to go where the flights are.  It’’s s 
as simple as that.as simple as that.
When you look at some of the trade When you look at some of the trade 
statistics, itstatistics, it’’s easy to see that most of this s easy to see that most of this 
traffic is not flying into outlying cargo traffic is not flying into outlying cargo 
airports.airports.
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The Airports Top Cargo Airports

Some of the Some of the 
numbers are numbers are 
skewed skewed 
because of the because of the 
Integrators Integrators 
(MEM, SDF, (MEM, SDF, 
CVG, IND, CVG, IND, 
ONT, TOL, ONT, TOL, 
possibly EWR)possibly EWR)
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Top Cargo Airports
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LAX Profile

Note the 
distance 
to rail 

terminal 
and 

ocean 
port.
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Air Mail and Freight at LAX
Source www.lawa.org/lax/cargo.cfm 

2,137,1882,048,81788,7312005

2,202,2482,109,89592,3532004

2,022,0761,924,88397,1932003

1,962,3541,869,93292,4222002

1,956,3401,778,267178,0722001

2,249,1522,002,614246,5362000

2,165,8551,912,147253,7081999

2,051,8731,787,400264,4731998

2,064,8971,852,487212,4101997

1,895,7541,696,663194,0911996

1,760,9951,567,248193,7471995

1,703,4451,516,567186,8781994

1,462,3301,288,503173,8271993

1,365,1571,202,317162,8401992

Total Air CargoAir Freight TonsAir Mail TonsYear
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LAX Compared to other LAWA 
Airports
Note: A majority of cargo traffic at ONT is Integrators
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Flow of goods in and out of Los 
Angeles by Mode
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Rankings
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California Statistics
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LAX Statistics
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Modal Statistics 5/100ths of a 
percent of tonnage
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Tonnage Comparison by Mode
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It’s hard to even see the air 
numbers…
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Look at where are cargo really 
shines…
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CA Exports

http://cati.csufresno.edu/cab/PDF/Mason_Role-of-Air-Cargo.pdf
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)
Los Angeles International Airport (LAX)Los Angeles International Airport (LAX)
is the seventh busiest cargo airport in the is the seventh busiest cargo airport in the 
world, handling more than 2 million tons of world, handling more than 2 million tons of 
origination and destination air cargo in origination and destination air cargo in 
2005.2005.

LAX is the major international cargo airport LAX is the major international cargo airport 
serving Southern California serving Southern California -- the worldthe world’’s s 
eleventh largest economy. Asiaeleventh largest economy. Asia--Pacific is Pacific is 
Los Angeles' top regional trading partner Los Angeles' top regional trading partner 
with 582,283 tons annually valued at $45.2 with 582,283 tons annually valued at $45.2 
billion. Europe is second with 166,190 tons billion. Europe is second with 166,190 tons 
valued at $13.7 billion annually. valued at $13.7 billion annually. 
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)

Diverse CargoDiverse Cargo
The products that are exported and The products that are exported and 
imported through Los Angeles are as imported through Los Angeles are as 
varied as the number of airlines and varied as the number of airlines and 
nations served. More than 1,000 flights nations served. More than 1,000 flights 
depart and arrive every day carrying depart and arrive every day carrying 
cargo. cargo. 
More than half of the air cargo at LAX More than half of the air cargo at LAX 
arrives and departs in the bellies of arrives and departs in the bellies of 
passenger aircraft. This allows airlines passenger aircraft. This allows airlines 
serving LAX to offer some of the serving LAX to offer some of the 
lowest airfares to travelers. lowest airfares to travelers. 
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)

More than 50 percent of LAX air cargo More than 50 percent of LAX air cargo 
activity is international in origin or activity is international in origin or 
destination. An estimated 79 percent of the destination. An estimated 79 percent of the 
region's air cargo is handled through LAX.region's air cargo is handled through LAX.

Shippers will find the most broadly based Shippers will find the most broadly based 
selection of airlines of any U.S. airport. selection of airlines of any U.S. airport. 
Every major international air carrier serving Every major international air carrier serving 
the Pacific calls at Los Angeles, while the Pacific calls at Los Angeles, while 
European and Latin American air carriers European and Latin American air carriers 
fully serve LAX as well.fully serve LAX as well.
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)

The most exported air commodity in terms The most exported air commodity in terms 
of tonnage from LAX is vegetables, fruit of tonnage from LAX is vegetables, fruit 
and nuts with 15.1 percent of the total and nuts with 15.1 percent of the total 
weight. weight. 
Other leading exports are base metals and Other leading exports are base metals and 
articles thereof; computer equipment; photo, articles thereof; computer equipment; photo, 
science and medical instruments; paper and science and medical instruments; paper and 
pulp products; chemical products; plastics pulp products; chemical products; plastics 
and articles thereof; prepared foodstuffs; and articles thereof; prepared foodstuffs; 
special classification provisions; and special classification provisions; and 
aircraft products.aircraft products.
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)
Apparel is the leading imported air cargo Apparel is the leading imported air cargo 
commodity, followed by computer equipment, commodity, followed by computer equipment, 
audio and video media, fish, office machinery, audio and video media, fish, office machinery, 
textiles, footwear, vehicles other than railway, textiles, footwear, vehicles other than railway, 
photo, science and medical instruments and photo, science and medical instruments and 
electronic components.electronic components.
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)
Japan accepts over 70,033 tons of Japan accepts over 70,033 tons of LAX'sLAX's exports annually exports annually 
valued at $4.1 billion. United Kingdom is next with 32,404 valued at $4.1 billion. United Kingdom is next with 32,404 
tons nations valued at $2.2 billion annually. Other leading tons nations valued at $2.2 billion annually. Other leading 
nations buying U.S. exports shipped through LAX are nations buying U.S. exports shipped through LAX are 
Taiwan, Australia, South Korea, Hong Kong, China, Taiwan, Australia, South Korea, Hong Kong, China, 
Singapore, Germany, and Mexico.Singapore, Germany, and Mexico.

China leads all nations in importing through LAX. Other China leads all nations in importing through LAX. Other 
Pacific Rim nations such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Pacific Rim nations such as Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, 
Philippines, Malaysia, and Thailand find LAX a prime port Philippines, Malaysia, and Thailand find LAX a prime port 
of entry. The other nations in the top 10 are Australia, of entry. The other nations in the top 10 are Australia, 
Germany, and Indonesia. Germany, and Indonesia. 
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)
Extensive Airfield Cargo NetworkExtensive Airfield Cargo Network
The everThe ever--growing number of air carriers, presently growing number of air carriers, presently 
88 passenger and all88 passenger and all--cargo airlines, and their cargo airlines, and their 
worldwide service area have created an extensive worldwide service area have created an extensive 
air cargo handling network at LAX. The airport air cargo handling network at LAX. The airport 
has 2.1 million squarehas 2.1 million square--feet developed for cargo on feet developed for cargo on 
194 acres.194 acres.
Four million squareFour million square--feet is developed for cargo feet is developed for cargo 
use in the immediate vicinity of the airport.use in the immediate vicinity of the airport.
United Airlines opened an 180,000 square foot United Airlines opened an 180,000 square foot 
cargo building in 2002. Virgin Atlantic Airways cargo building in 2002. Virgin Atlantic Airways 
and Asiana Airlines also opened a new cargo and Asiana Airlines also opened a new cargo 
building with 122,000 square feet.building with 122,000 square feet.
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)
Modern facilities Modern facilities ---- convenient for shippers, forwarders convenient for shippers, forwarders 
and airlines alike and airlines alike ---- are available in the Imperial Cargo are available in the Imperial Cargo 
Complex, the site of extensive development by domestic Complex, the site of extensive development by domestic 
and international carriers. Major tenants include Lufthansa, and international carriers. Major tenants include Lufthansa, 
Japan Airlines, Korean Air, Federal Express, China Japan Airlines, Korean Air, Federal Express, China 
Airlines, Delta, Air Canada and Cargo Services Center (a Airlines, Delta, Air Canada and Cargo Services Center (a 
provider to several air carriers). A modern U.S. Customs provider to several air carriers). A modern U.S. Customs 
headquarters serves the growing trade.headquarters serves the growing trade.
Improvements and enhancements by tenants and Los Improvements and enhancements by tenants and Los 
Angeles World Airports have been continually made at Angeles World Airports have been continually made at 
Century Cargo Complex, Century Cargo Complex, LAXLAX’’ss first air cargo area. first air cargo area. 
American, United, Virgin Atlantic, and Asiana house their American, United, Virgin Atlantic, and Asiana house their 
freight operations at the Century Boulevard location. freight operations at the Century Boulevard location. 
Alaska Airlines, British Airways, Southwest Airlines and Alaska Airlines, British Airways, Southwest Airlines and 
US Airways are located there as well.US Airways are located there as well.
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)
Southern California Southern California ---- The Nation's Top The Nation's Top 
International Trade CenterInternational Trade Center
Los Angeles International Airport is the key Los Angeles International Airport is the key 
transportation center for one of the world's transportation center for one of the world's 
most dynamic economies. The greater Los most dynamic economies. The greater Los 
Angeles region's international trade is Angeles region's international trade is 
valued at $200 billion, with LAX alone valued at $200 billion, with LAX alone 
responsible for more than $68 billion in responsible for more than $68 billion in 
exports and imports.exports and imports.
Greater Los Angeles accounts for nearly Greater Los Angeles accounts for nearly 
half of the economy of California and a half of the economy of California and a 
majority of the state's multimajority of the state's multi--billion dollars billion dollars 
in international trade.in international trade.
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LAX Cargo (Source www.lawa.org)
More than 400 freight forwarders and over 100 customs More than 400 freight forwarders and over 100 customs 
house brokers are located in the Los Angeles area to house brokers are located in the Los Angeles area to 
expedite air cargo. expedite air cargo. 
More than 36 U.S. banks with international operations More than 36 U.S. banks with international operations 
have offices in Los Angeles, as do 108 foreign banking have offices in Los Angeles, as do 108 foreign banking 
institutions. institutions. 
Forty trucking firms specialize in longForty trucking firms specialize in long--haul, air freight haul, air freight 
delivery service. Another 40 offer local pickup and delivery service. Another 40 offer local pickup and 
delivery of goods for forwarders and brokers. More than delivery of goods for forwarders and brokers. More than 
70 small package and document delivery firms regularly 70 small package and document delivery firms regularly 
use LAX.use LAX.
Consular offices from 76 nations, trading offices from 33 Consular offices from 76 nations, trading offices from 33 
countries and 35 foreign Chambers of Commerce assist the countries and 35 foreign Chambers of Commerce assist the 
high volume of trade. high volume of trade. 
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Ontario (Source www.lawa.org)
LA/Ontario International Airport (ONT) is the center of a rapidlLA/Ontario International Airport (ONT) is the center of a rapidly y 
developing freight movement system which includes the airport, tdeveloping freight movement system which includes the airport, two wo 
rail lines, four major freeways and an expanding network of freirail lines, four major freeways and an expanding network of freight ght 
forwarders. ONT is located less than 50 miles from Los Angeles aforwarders. ONT is located less than 50 miles from Los Angeles and nd 
Long Beach Harbors, and is ideally situated to be an airfreight Long Beach Harbors, and is ideally situated to be an airfreight center center 
for Pacific Rim and European air cargo. for Pacific Rim and European air cargo. 

United Parcel Service (UPS) is United Parcel Service (UPS) is ONT'sONT's largest airfreight carrier, largest airfreight carrier, 
handling more than 70 percent of the airport's cargo.handling more than 70 percent of the airport's cargo. In April 2001 In April 2001 
UPS began four weekly flights to China using Boeing 747 cargo UPS began four weekly flights to China using Boeing 747 cargo 
aircraft. This marks aircraft. This marks ONT'sONT's firstfirst--ever direct flights to China, which is ever direct flights to China, which is 
the Pacific Rim's largest and fastest growing market. ONT is thethe Pacific Rim's largest and fastest growing market. ONT is the west west 
coast hub for all UPS air freight operations. coast hub for all UPS air freight operations. 

Other major freight carriers that serve ONT include Other major freight carriers that serve ONT include AmeriflightAmeriflight, , 
Arrow Air, Arrow Air, CenturianCenturian Airlines, DHL, Empire Airways, Evergreen Airlines, DHL, Empire Airways, Evergreen 
Aviation, Aviation, ExpressNetExpressNet Airlines, Federal Express, Gulf and Caribbean Airlines, Federal Express, Gulf and Caribbean 
Cargo, IFL Group, Cargo, IFL Group, KalittaKalitta Air, United Parcel Service, West Air. In Air, United Parcel Service, West Air. In 
2006, ONT handled 602,326 tons of cargo. 2006, ONT handled 602,326 tons of cargo. 
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Ontario (Source www.lawa.org)

HangarHangar
A former Lockheed aircraft hangar at ONT was recently A former Lockheed aircraft hangar at ONT was recently 
converted into a new facility for air cargo operations. The converted into a new facility for air cargo operations. The 
new air cargo facility accommodates up to three tenants. new air cargo facility accommodates up to three tenants. 
The project includes new office spaces, utilities to support The project includes new office spaces, utilities to support 
the offices, a truck loading dock, and additional the offices, a truck loading dock, and additional 
modifications such as rollmodifications such as roll--up doors in the existing hangar up doors in the existing hangar 
doors. doors. 
ONT'sONT's cargo operations were conducted in the airport's cargo operations were conducted in the airport's 
ChaffeyChaffey Hangar, which is no longer adequate for Hangar, which is no longer adequate for ONT'sONT's
increasing cargo operations. When construction of the new increasing cargo operations. When construction of the new 
air cargo facility was completed, tenants in the air cargo facility was completed, tenants in the ChaffeyChaffey
Hangar were relocated to the new facility. Hangar were relocated to the new facility. 
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Ontario (Source www.lawa.org)

Air Cargo ComplexAir Cargo Complex
Promoting cargo operations and the development of a new Promoting cargo operations and the development of a new 
air cargo complex at ONT is consistent with Los Angeles air cargo complex at ONT is consistent with Los Angeles 
World Airport's goals to provide additional cargo capacity World Airport's goals to provide additional cargo capacity 
in the region to accommodate cargo demand that cannot be in the region to accommodate cargo demand that cannot be 
met by Los Angeles International Airport. met by Los Angeles International Airport. 
The proposed site for a new air cargo complex at ONT is The proposed site for a new air cargo complex at ONT is 
located on underutilized land in the northwest section of located on underutilized land in the northwest section of 
the airport which includes the West End Cargo Parking the airport which includes the West End Cargo Parking 
area and a portion of the former Lockheed site. The entire area and a portion of the former Lockheed site. The entire 
property measures approximately 110 acres. The site is property measures approximately 110 acres. The site is 
well suited for the development of air cargo and supporting well suited for the development of air cargo and supporting 
facilities considering its proximity to both airfield access facilities considering its proximity to both airfield access 
ways and public roadways that to lead to major interstate ways and public roadways that to lead to major interstate 
highways. highways. 
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Aerotropolis: Passenger Airlines
Nearly all passenger carriers also carry freight.  
For many passenger carriers the cargo department 
is the most profitable in the organization.  

The reason is that the passengers and mail pay for the The reason is that the passengers and mail pay for the 
cost of the trip, and the cargo revenue that is brought in cost of the trip, and the cargo revenue that is brought in 
is pure profit (theoretically). This depends a lot of how is pure profit (theoretically). This depends a lot of how 
the airline accounting system allocates costs). the airline accounting system allocates costs). Examples 
of passenger carriers that place a strong emphasis on 
cargo are:

UNITED, AMERICAN, KLM, LUFTHANSA, UNITED, AMERICAN, KLM, LUFTHANSA, 
NORTHWEST, DELTA, JAL and many others.NORTHWEST, DELTA, JAL and many others.
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Aerotropolis: All Cargo Carriers
There are many carriers that only fly cargo, There are many carriers that only fly cargo, 
some of the main ones are:some of the main ones are:

KalittaKalitta AirAir
Kitty HawkKitty Hawk
AmeriflightAmeriflight
EvergreenEvergreen
Polar/Atlas...Polar/Atlas...

You even have You even have ““hybridhybrid”” forwarder/airlines forwarder/airlines 
that may wetthat may wet--lease aircraft to fly under their lease aircraft to fly under their 
name.name.
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Aerotropolis: Combination Carriers

These are carriers who fly passengers, but These are carriers who fly passengers, but 
also have operated freighter aircraftalso have operated freighter aircraft……

KLMKLM
NorthwestNorthwest
KoreanKorean
AlohaAloha
British AirwaysBritish Airways
Etc, Etc.Etc, Etc.
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Aerotropolis:“Integrators”

These are cargo companies who fly their These are cargo companies who fly their 
own aircraft for their own benefitown aircraft for their own benefit

FedExFedEx
DHLDHL
UPSUPS
TNTTNT
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Recent Ranking of All Cargo Carriers
2004 total scheduled freight tonne2004 total scheduled freight tonne--kilometres flownkilometres flown

1.1. Federal Express 14.579 millionFederal Express 14.579 million
2.2. Korean Air 8.264 millionKorean Air 8.264 million
3.3. Lufthansa Cargo 8.040 millionLufthansa Cargo 8.040 million
4.4. United Parcel Service 7.353 millionUnited Parcel Service 7.353 million
5.5. Singapore Airlines Cargo 7.143 millionSingapore Airlines Cargo 7.143 million
6.6. Cathay Pacific 5.876 millionCathay Pacific 5.876 million
7.7. China Airlines 5.642 millionChina Airlines 5.642 million
8.8. Eva Airways 5.477 millionEva Airways 5.477 million
9.9. Air France 5.388 millionAir France 5.388 million
10.10. Japan Airlines 4.924 millionJapan Airlines 4.924 million
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Recent Ranking of All Cargo Carriers
2004 2004 internationalinternational scheduled freight tonnescheduled freight tonne--kilometres kilometres 
flownflown

1. Korean Air 8.164 million1. Korean Air 8.164 million
2. Lufthansa Cargo 8.028 million2. Lufthansa Cargo 8.028 million
3. Singapore Airlines Cargo 7.143 million3. Singapore Airlines Cargo 7.143 million
4. Cathay Pacific 5.876 million4. Cathay Pacific 5.876 million
5. China Airlines 5.642 million5. China Airlines 5.642 million
6. Federal Express 5.595 million6. Federal Express 5.595 million
7. Eva Airways 5.477 million7. Eva Airways 5.477 million
8. Air France 5.384 million8. Air France 5.384 million
9. British Airways 4.771 million9. British Airways 4.771 million
10. Cargolux 4.670 million10. Cargolux 4.670 million
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Recent Ranking of All Cargo Carriers
2004 total scheduled freight tonne2004 total scheduled freight tonne--kilometres flownkilometres flown

1.1. Federal Express 14.579 millionFederal Express 14.579 million
2.2. Korean Air 8.264 millionKorean Air 8.264 million
3.3. Lufthansa Cargo 8.040 millionLufthansa Cargo 8.040 million
4.4. United Parcel Service 7.353 millionUnited Parcel Service 7.353 million
5.5. Singapore Airlines Cargo 7.143 millionSingapore Airlines Cargo 7.143 million
6.6. Cathay Pacific 5.876 millionCathay Pacific 5.876 million
7.7. China Airlines 5.642 millionChina Airlines 5.642 million
8.8. Eva Airways 5.477 millionEva Airways 5.477 million
9.9. Air France 5.388 millionAir France 5.388 million
10.10. Japan Airlines 4.924 millionJapan Airlines 4.924 million
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Aerotropolis: Freight Forwarders
Often known as Often known as ““consolidatorsconsolidators”” or or ““indirect indirect 
air carriersair carriers””
They provide a service to the public by They provide a service to the public by 
buying space (buying space (““liftlift””) from the air carriers ) from the air carriers 
and reselling it to the public at a lower price and reselling it to the public at a lower price 
than an individual shipper could get on their than an individual shipper could get on their 
ownown
Forwarders are the Forwarders are the ““middlemenmiddlemen”” between between 
the shippers and the airlinesthe shippers and the airlines
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What does it take to be a forwarder?
In the U.S., air freight forwarders no longer In the U.S., air freight forwarders no longer 
have to be licensed by the governmenthave to be licensed by the government

However, they must file a security program However, they must file a security program 
with the TSA as an with the TSA as an ““indirectindirect”” air carrierair carrier

You need to have at least the following:You need to have at least the following:
Credit with the airlinesCredit with the airlines
Staff or means to provide serviceStaff or means to provide service
Agents or officesAgents or offices
A computerA computer
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How many forwarders are there?

Thousands, in the U.S. aloneThousands, in the U.S. alone
ItIt’’s a very popular business, however its a very popular business, however it’’s just as s just as 
competitive as it is popularcompetitive as it is popular

How many forwarders at LAX?How many forwarders at LAX?
Several hundred, at least.Several hundred, at least.
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Forwarders – Travel Agents for Cargo…

A freight forwarder or “consolidator” is a company who has contracts with air-
lines and can provide rates to the shipper that are lower than what they could 
get if they went to ship with the airline directly.  Here is an example: 

 

CUSTOMERS WEIGHT RATE WITH AIRLINE TTL SAVING
SHIPPER A 45 5.00$                        225.00$ -
SHIPPER B 45 5.00$                        225.00$ -
SHIPPER C 45 5.00$                        225.00$ -

FORWARDER 135 3.00$                        405.00$ 

SHIPPER A 45 4.00$                        180.00$ -20
SHIPPER B 45 4.00$                        180.00$ -20
SHIPPER C 45 4.00$                        180.00$ -20

 

So you can see that because the forwarder can consolidate the shipments from 
several shippers they can get a less expensive rate from the airline and pass 
this saving on to the shippers and still make a profit themselves. 

 

Shipments from different shippers (generally) are grouped together and tendered to the airline as 
one shipment with the forwarder becoming the “shipper” in the eyes of the airline.

The forwarder gets a much lower price because of the higher volume than the shipper could get 
themselves by going direct to the airline.

The forwarder or “consolidator” makes their money on the difference between what they charge 
the individual shippers and what the airlines charge them.
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The “Integrators” vs.. Forwarders
Integrated air carriers are carriers like UPS, Integrated air carriers are carriers like UPS, 
FedEx, DHL, and smaller carriers like FedEx, DHL, and smaller carriers like 
TNT., TNT., 
Shipments involving freight forwarders Shipments involving freight forwarders 
involve a multitude of steps, passing the involve a multitude of steps, passing the 
cargo and information from one cargo and information from one 
intermediary to another.  As an example:intermediary to another.  As an example:
Typical freight forwarderTypical freight forwarder

SHIPPERSHIPPER TRUCKERTRUCKER FORWARDERFORWARDER
CARRIERCARRIER BROKERBROKER FORWARDER FORWARDER 
AGENT AGENT TRUCKERTRUCKER CONSIGNEECONSIGNEE (In (In 
some cases theresome cases there’’s even a second s even a second 
forwarder involved called a forwarder involved called a ““coco--loaderloader”” or or 
wholesaler.)wholesaler.)
This is what the market looked like 14 This is what the market looked like 14 
years ago vs. the projection for 2013 years ago vs. the projection for 2013 
(source: Unisys Corp)(source: Unisys Corp)
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The integrators have been taking much of the The integrators have been taking much of the ““good freightgood freight”” from the forwarders over the from the forwarders over the 
years and the typical forwarderyears and the typical forwarder’’s market share of highs market share of high--revenue shipments has been revenue shipments has been 
dwindling.dwindling.
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Source Unisys
RTKRTK’’s s -- International Air Freight International Air Freight 
Market 40% to 4%Market 40% to 4%
With 3600 forwarders in the US alone, With 3600 forwarders in the US alone, 
vs. a half dozen or so integrators vs. a half dozen or so integrators –– the the 
forwarders area really feeling the pinch.forwarders area really feeling the pinch.
Way too much handling and too many Way too much handling and too many 
opportunities for problems in the opportunities for problems in the 
traditional forwarding industrytraditional forwarding industry
An average piece of freight is handled An average piece of freight is handled 
36 times during the cycle36 times during the cycle
An average piece of loose cargo will be An average piece of loose cargo will be 
stored in at least 8 different locationsstored in at least 8 different locations
An average piece of cargo generates An average piece of cargo generates 
about 12 pieces of paperabout 12 pieces of paper
Some 15% of all consignments generate Some 15% of all consignments generate 
calls from the shipper to the agent.calls from the shipper to the agent.
1.5% of all AWB1.5% of all AWB’’s are lost in the s are lost in the 
systemsystem
(Source:  Unisys Cargo Study)(Source:  Unisys Cargo Study)
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Aerotropolis: Custom’s Brokers

The role of a custom house brokerThe role of a custom house broker
Why do you need a broker?Why do you need a broker?

•• Cargo cannot enter into a country unless it has been Cargo cannot enter into a country unless it has been 
granted permission to do so by customs authorities.granted permission to do so by customs authorities.

•• And that usually means paying duties and tariffs.And that usually means paying duties and tariffs.
•• Sometimes there are quota imposedSometimes there are quota imposed

–– Which is another good reason to use air freight!Which is another good reason to use air freight!

Brokers sometimes take physical possession of the Brokers sometimes take physical possession of the 
freight, at other times itfreight, at other times it’’s a paper shuffle.s a paper shuffle.
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Aerotropolis: Co-loaders
Role of a CoRole of a Co--loaderloader

These are a These are a ““ForwarderForwarder’’s Forwarders Forwarder””
Just like a ticket wholesaler will work with travel Just like a ticket wholesaler will work with travel 
agents, on the cargo side there are more agents, on the cargo side there are more 
intermediaries who buy space wholesale from the intermediaries who buy space wholesale from the 
airlines and resell it to forwarders.airlines and resell it to forwarders.
Australia is a big market for this.Australia is a big market for this.
These people DO take physical possession of the These people DO take physical possession of the 
cargo as the need to incorporate it into their cargo as the need to incorporate it into their 
consolidationsconsolidations…… so again, more trucking.so again, more trucking.
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Aerotropolis: Truckers
An introduction to the trucking industryAn introduction to the trucking industry

Cartage companiesCartage companies
These folks are all around LAX and provide These folks are all around LAX and provide 
(generally) short haul ground transport between (generally) short haul ground transport between 
shippers and forwarders (and consignees)shippers and forwarders (and consignees)
They also provide airport transfer services for They also provide airport transfer services for 
forwarders and carriers.forwarders and carriers.
There are scores if notThere are scores if not
hundreds of thesehundreds of these
truckers aroundtruckers around
Southern California.Southern California.
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The role that truckers play…
Linehaul TruckersLinehaul Truckers

Provide over the roadProvide over the road
shuttle type serviceshuttle type service
between points forbetween points for
forwarders and carriersforwarders and carriers

LTLLTL
Less than trailerLess than trailer--load truckers. Generally a competitor to load truckers. Generally a competitor to 
domestic air freight but sometimes used by forwarders.domestic air freight but sometimes used by forwarders.

TruckloadTruckload
Freight BrokersFreight Brokers

People who arrange trucking services for a commission.People who arrange trucking services for a commission.
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Domestic Heavy Air Freight

Most of this market has been ceded to Most of this market has been ceded to 
trucks over the years.trucks over the years.
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So, how fast can you truck it anyway?

Typical transit times if you run your own Typical transit times if you run your own 
trucks, with "team" driverstrucks, with "team" drivers

"Team drivers" take turns driving and resting to "Team drivers" take turns driving and resting to 
stay within the legal hours of service stay within the legal hours of service 
requirements.requirements.
LAX to:LAX to:

ORD:ORD: 40 hrs40 hrs
EWR/JFKEWR/JFK 65 hours65 hours

Basically, you can make it just about anywhere Basically, you can make it just about anywhere 
in the country in no more than 72 hours.in the country in no more than 72 hours.
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So, how fast can you truck it anyway?

Sometimes ground Sometimes ground 
transport is a bit transport is a bit 
slowerslower…… but you but you 
never know.never know.
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Other services
End of Runway (repairs)End of Runway (repairs)

Repair depots for laptop computers are set up at Repair depots for laptop computers are set up at 
Integrators Hubs Integrators Hubs –– i.e. Toshiba and UPS in i.e. Toshiba and UPS in 
Louisville.Louisville.

http://www.greensupplyline.com/showArticle.jhtml?http://www.greensupplyline.com/showArticle.jhtml?
printableArticle=true&articleId=192501056printableArticle=true&articleId=192501056
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Other services

Logistics centersLogistics centers
Order fulfillment CentersOrder fulfillment Centers
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Other services

Bonded warehousesBonded warehouses
Import or InImport or In--Transit international shipments Transit international shipments 
can be stored without the payment of customs can be stored without the payment of customs 
duties.duties.

Very useful for quota items orVery useful for quota items or
International order fulfillmentInternational order fulfillment
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Other services

Free Trade ZoneFree Trade Zone
Like a Bonded Warehouse except that you can Like a Bonded Warehouse except that you can 
actually work or actually work or ““manipulatemanipulate”” the cargo.the cargo.

So, a manufacturer should set up shop in a FTZ, So, a manufacturer should set up shop in a FTZ, 
import parts from around the world, assemble them import parts from around the world, assemble them 
into finished goodsinto finished goods……
And then import (or reAnd then import (or re--export) the finished goods export) the finished goods 
into the country at a lower duty rate than they might into the country at a lower duty rate than they might 
otherwise pay.otherwise pay.
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Jobs Related to Air Cargo

Any other ideas?Any other ideas?
What are some other jobs?What are some other jobs?
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Aerotropolis: Support Companies

For all these key players For all these key players –– the airlines, the the airlines, the 
airport, the forwarders, the brokers, there airport, the forwarders, the brokers, there 
are a whole host of support companies.are a whole host of support companies.

Facilities and vehicle maintenanceFacilities and vehicle maintenance
BanksBanks
Personnel agencies (transport business uses a Personnel agencies (transport business uses a 
lot of lot of ““tempstemps””
Warehousing companies, etc, etc.Warehousing companies, etc, etc.
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Questions? Comments?

Why are passengers so important to cargo?Why are passengers so important to cargo?
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Moving the Cargo

Why passenger carriers are essential to air Why passenger carriers are essential to air 
cargo.cargo.
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Narrowbody Aircraft
Narrowbody aircraft Narrowbody aircraft 
carry only loose carry only loose 
cargo in cargo in 
the bellythe belly
However,  there are However,  there are 
so so many flights many flights 
compared to all cargo compared to all cargo 
aircraft.aircraft.

An A320 “Airbus” is a narrowbody that carries specialized ULDs in the belly
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A baggage conveyor
This may be the This may be the 
only way to get only way to get 
cargo into a cargo into a 
narrowbody narrowbody 
aircraft.aircraft.
(Though this (Though this 
picture shows the picture shows the 
bulk compartment bulk compartment 
on a 747)on a 747)
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List of Widebody Aircraft
Only a limited number of aircraft are considered Only a limited number of aircraft are considered 
‘‘widebodywidebody’’ and are able to handle containers in and are able to handle containers in 
the lower deck hold.the lower deck hold.
AirbusAirbus

A300, A310, A330, A340, A350, A380 (eventually)A300, A310, A330, A340, A350, A380 (eventually)
Boeing / MDBoeing / MD

B747, B767, B777, DCB747, B767, B777, DC--10, MD10, MD--1111
LockheedLockheed

L1011L1011
Illyushin IL86, IL96Illyushin IL86, IL96
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Widebody Passenger Aircraft

Carry containers or pallets in the belly
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B747 Front Belly Close up
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ULD – Get in my belly…
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B747 Inside the Rear Belly
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Main Deck Freight
Freight that is Freight that is 
over 64over 64”” tall is tall is 
considered considered 
““main deckmain deck””
cargo and can cargo and can 
only go on only go on 
freighter or freighter or 
combi aircraftcombi aircraft
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Main Deck Loader
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Pallet & Net Combination

DefinitelyDefinitely
““main deckmain deck””
freight for afreight for a
combi orcombi or
freighterfreighter
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Main Deck Container Loading
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It’s a big chain…
HereHere’’s a look at some of these companies and s a look at some of these companies and 
the jobs they representthe jobs they represent……

Owners
Management
Drivers
Dockworkers
Adminis-
trative Staff
Sales
Facilities and
Maintenance
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Shippers (i.e Aerospace)

AOG* Shipments Could Originate AnywhereAOG* Shipments Could Originate Anywhere
(*These are (*These are ““aircraft on groundaircraft on ground”” one of the highest priority air freight one of the highest priority air freight 
shipments)shipments)
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Shippers (Labs)

Analytical / Research / LabsAnalytical / Research / Labs
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PU& D
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Packing
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Forwarders
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PU& D
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PU& D
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Connections…
The ShipperThe Shipper

Gives freight to Gives freight to ““house truckerhouse trucker””
House Trucker Transfers to linehaul truckerHouse Trucker Transfers to linehaul trucker

•• Linehaul trucker transfers to ForwarderLinehaul trucker transfers to Forwarder
–– Forwarder prepares shipment consolidation andForwarder prepares shipment consolidation and
–– Tenders to airport transfer agentTenders to airport transfer agent
–– Airport transfer to airlineAirport transfer to airline
–– Cargo loaded or built up into containersCargo loaded or built up into containers

•• Airline flies the freight andAirline flies the freight and
•• Perhaps transfers to another airlinePerhaps transfers to another airline

Shipment Delivered to Shipment Delivered to BBonded Warehouse or CFSonded Warehouse or CFS
Cargo is unloaded from containers Cargo is unloaded from containers -- deconsolidateddeconsolidated
Licensed Customs Broker clears customsLicensed Customs Broker clears customs

Shipment trucked to consigneeShipment trucked to consignee……**
*It may be much more involved than this*It may be much more involved than this……



The Air Freight Commerce Chain

(3) Cartage
Agent (4) Forwarder(1) Seller

(Shipper)
(2) Packing

Co. (5) Coloader (6) Carrier

(12)
Buyer/Cnee

(8)Customs

(11) Delivery
Trucker

(7) Broker

(9) Fwd Agent or
Inland Transport

STOP

Importer Docs
Purchase Order

[12]
Import Lisc.[12,1]

Letter of Credit
[12,1]

More(?)

Dest. Transport
Docs

Inland BOL[9]
Delivery BOL[11]

Import Docs.

Entry Form (i.e.
7501)[7]
In-Bond

Forms[6,7,9]
Customs

Release[8]

Shipment
Documentation

Proforma Invoice
or Commercial
Invoice [1,4]

Export packing list
[1,2]

Shipper's Letter of
instruction
(SLI)[1]
Export

Declaration[1,4]
Dangerous Goods

or Live Animal
Declarations [1,2]

Destination
Documentation

Legalized/Consular
Invoices [1,4]

Cert. of
Origin[1,4]

Import License
[1,4,12]
Health

Cert.[1,2,4,12 ]

Transport
Documentation

Straight BOL
(Trucker's
Pro)[1,3]

Forwarder Air
Waybill[4]
Transfer

Manifests[3,4,5,6]
Master (Carrier)

Air Waybill[4,5,6]

Note 1: Packing companies, cartage agenets, and co-loaders are
only SOMETIMES involved in the transaction

Note 2: Destination documentation listed in the second blue box
is usually a shipper function, however an import license may be
obtained by the buyer or the seller depending upon the terms
of sale
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Time…
We start with the pickupWe start with the pickup

What time do you suppose the shipper wants What time do you suppose the shipper wants 
the air freight trucker to show up at their dock?the air freight trucker to show up at their dock?

The beginning of the work day?The beginning of the work day?
Around lunch?Around lunch?
After lunch?After lunch?
As close to the end of the work day without having As close to the end of the work day without having 
to cause the shipper to stay over and incur overtime to cause the shipper to stay over and incur overtime 
for shipping department employees.for shipping department employees.

Just in time for rush hour traffic!Just in time for rush hour traffic!
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Life at the Airline… Waiting…
All of these activities lead to one singular All of these activities lead to one singular 
event: Getting the Freight On the Aircraft!event: Getting the Freight On the Aircraft!
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Life at the Airline… Waiting…
All airlines have All airlines have ““lockoutslockouts”” or or ““closeoutscloseouts””
for cargo.for cargo.

For many carriers itFor many carriers it’’s 2 to 6 hours before a s 2 to 6 hours before a 
flight.flight.

Many cases you cannot get freight picked Many cases you cannot get freight picked 
up and processed in time to make an up and processed in time to make an 
evening bank of flights.evening bank of flights.

Cargo will be held to the next day.Cargo will be held to the next day.
Which makes for a lot of airport activity any Which makes for a lot of airport activity any 
time of day or night.time of day or night.
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Life at the Airline… Waiting…
All of these activities lead to one singular All of these activities lead to one singular 
event: Getting the Freight On the Aircraft!event: Getting the Freight On the Aircraft!
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The Air Freight Commerce Chain

(3) Cartage
Agent (4) Forwarder(1) Seller

(Shipper)
(2) Packing

Co. (5) Coloader (6) Carrier

(12)
Buyer/Cnee

(8)Customs

(11) Delivery
Trucker

(7) Broker

(9) Fwd Agent or
Inland Transport

STOP

Importer Docs
Purchase Order

[12]
Import Lisc.[12,1]

Letter of Credit
[12,1]

More(?)

Dest. Transport
Docs

Inland BOL[9]
Delivery BOL[11]

Import Docs.

Entry Form (i.e.
7501)[7]
In-Bond

Forms[6,7,9]
Customs

Release[8]

Shipment
Documentation

Proforma Invoice
or Commercial
Invoice [1,4]

Export packing list
[1,2]

Shipper's Letter of
instruction
(SLI)[1]
Export

Declaration[1,4]
Dangerous Goods

or Live Animal
Declarations [1,2]

Destination
Documentation

Legalized/Consular
Invoices [1,4]

Cert. of
Origin[1,4]

Import License
[1,4,12]
Health

Cert.[1,2,4,12 ]

Transport
Documentation

Straight BOL
(Trucker's
Pro)[1,3]

Forwarder Air
Waybill[4]
Transfer

Manifests[3,4,5,6]
Master (Carrier)

Air Waybill[4,5,6]

Note 1: Packing companies, cartage agenets, and co-loaders are
only SOMETIMES involved in the transaction

Note 2: Destination documentation listed in the second blue box
is usually a shipper function, however an import license may be
obtained by the buyer or the seller depending upon the terms
of sale
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Life at the Airline… Waiting…
All airlines have All airlines have ““lockoutslockouts”” or or ““closeoutscloseouts””
for cargo.for cargo.

For many carriers itFor many carriers it’’s 2 to 6 hours before a s 2 to 6 hours before a 
flight.flight.

Many cases you cannot get freight picked Many cases you cannot get freight picked 
up and processed in time to make an up and processed in time to make an 
evening bank of flights.evening bank of flights.

Cargo will be held to the next day.Cargo will be held to the next day.
Which makes for a lot of airport activity any Which makes for a lot of airport activity any 
time of day or night.time of day or night.
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Just a simple shipment…
Unfortunately, between the local traffic and Unfortunately, between the local traffic and 
the handthe hand--off between parties, it missed the off between parties, it missed the 
connection.connection.
So back to our stranded passengersSo back to our stranded passengers……
An alternative part is found in Honolulu and An alternative part is found in Honolulu and 
flown on Pacific Air Cargo.  Which is good flown on Pacific Air Cargo.  Which is good 
because the passenger airline that could because the passenger airline that could 
have taken the part down there, is the very have taken the part down there, is the very 
aircraft thataircraft that’’s brokens broken…… and it only flies and it only flies 
once a weekonce a week……
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So What have We Learned
Air Cargo is  MANY moving partsAir Cargo is  MANY moving parts
A huge portion of the air cargo moves in the A huge portion of the air cargo moves in the 
bellies of passenger planesbellies of passenger planes
Air Cargo accounts for a massively Air Cargo accounts for a massively 
disproportionate amount of the value of all disproportionate amount of the value of all 
goods moved in world tradegoods moved in world trade
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So What have We Learned
The most likely commodities that will be The most likely commodities that will be 
sent by air cargo include:sent by air cargo include:

High TechHigh Tech
High ValueHigh Value
PerishablesPerishables
FashionFashion
MedicalMedical
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
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So What have We Learned
Freight Forwarders are an integral part of Freight Forwarders are an integral part of 
the air cargo supply chain.the air cargo supply chain.

There are thousands of them in the US (they are There are thousands of them in the US (they are 
also known as also known as ““Indirect Air CarriersIndirect Air Carriers””

Freight Forwarders depend on a Freight Forwarders depend on a ““networknetwork”” of of 
partnerspartners
Cartage companies who provide local truckingCartage companies who provide local trucking
Linehaul truckers for longer distancesLinehaul truckers for longer distances
Packing and Crating CompaniesPacking and Crating Companies
Customs Brokers and many moreCustoms Brokers and many more……
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So What have We Learned
The The ““IntegratorsIntegrators”” (FedEx, UPS, DHL) have (FedEx, UPS, DHL) have 
a a ““captive liftcaptive lift”” system that enables them to system that enables them to 
run many of their flight operations in run many of their flight operations in 
secondary airports such as Oakland and secondary airports such as Oakland and 
Ontario.Ontario.

Yet even the integrators need passenger aircraft Yet even the integrators need passenger aircraft 
from time to time, as most do not operate by from time to time, as most do not operate by 
captive lift alone.captive lift alone.
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So What have We Learned
So many jobs depend on this So many jobs depend on this ““networknetwork””..
Between the forwarders, the airlines, the Between the forwarders, the airlines, the 
brokers, the truckers, the banks, the service brokers, the truckers, the banks, the service 
companies who support all these entities, companies who support all these entities, 
the airport and everyone elsethe airport and everyone else……
TheyThey’’re all tied together in this network we re all tied together in this network we 
call the Air Cargo industry.call the Air Cargo industry.
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So What have We Learned
Other learning points?Other learning points?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
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This has been a work in progress
There has been a lot of material we have There has been a lot of material we have 
covered here today and that you will learn covered here today and that you will learn 
tonight on the tour.tonight on the tour.
We thank you for your attention, your We thank you for your attention, your 
participation and interest!participation and interest!

Jim Powell, Transportation Development Jim Powell, Transportation Development 
Group Group jim@logisticstraining.comjim@logisticstraining.com
11--310310--302302--08080808
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Progress Check
LetLet’’s pretend this is s pretend this is 
us, finally with a us, finally with a 
working airplane, working airplane, 
wewe’’ve made it to our ve made it to our 
tropical paradise.tropical paradise.
All these behinds the All these behinds the 
scene logistics add up.  scene logistics add up.  
OopsOops…… I forgotI forgot……
wewe’’re going homere going home……
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Hey, Los Angeles isn’t so bad…

You could be back You could be back 
with my brother in with my brother in 
Buffalo, trying to Buffalo, trying to 
cheat his way out cheat his way out 
of shoveling the of shoveling the 
walk.walk.

My sister in law told him he needed to get the 
snow off the walk… now.
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Thanks Again!

Call me if you have any questions!Call me if you have any questions!
Jim Powell 1Jim Powell 1--310310--302302--08080808
jim@logisticstraining.comjim@logisticstraining.com
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